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ABSTRACT 
A conjectured generalization of Gerggorin’s eigenvalue location theorem is shown 
to be false. 
1. INTROIXJCTION 
Let A - [a,jI be an n X n complex matrix. CeGgorin’s famous theorem 
gives a union of disks in the complex plane guaranteed to contain 
eigenvalues of A. In this theorem an individual disk comprises the complex 
numbers x for which 
I x- aiil 5 Ri, 
where 
n 
==: 
i i 09 
= I I a** lJ ' 
j= l,j#i 
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C-2. N 
arant~gd to cont~n all eigenval- 
ents tZij and ajj Of 
I x- @iii IX - "2Jif s Ri i <j. 
he union is over aI1 choices of i < j. 
A natural questior~ is whether an extension based on three or more 
diagonal elements is valid. The extension, if valid, would assert that the union 
of the third order disks, 
I X -tZiilIZ - ajjllZ - akkl 5 RiRjRk, icjck, 
contains a& eigcn? -alues of A. Long ago, the first author produced an example 
showing the falseness of this conjecture. The example is the matrix 
This matrix has n - 2 eigenvalues 1, one eigenvalue 0, and one eigenvalue 2. 
Since only two of its Ri are not O and every diagonal element is I, every third 
order disk comprises only z = 1. This counterexample to the third order 
conjec~re has bee d in the literature, for example, in the 
inc survey [3] and in rualdi’s article [Z], both containing further 
references, especially [2]. 
The example just mentioned has the property that some eigenvalues of A 
do lie in the third order region, even though not all do. (In fact, n - 2 do,) 
This obse~ation led the second author, in his survey article [4], to ask 
rd and higher order CeGgotin regions must always contain 
s even if not all eigenvalues. randomly chosen examples 
oti the conjecture that the higher order GeSgorin regions 
s cont~n some eigen 
note we exhibit ex demonstrating that the third order 
GerEgorin region need not contain any eigenvalue. Specifically, we exhibit 
, a co~~terexa 
The matrix A l A is 
-2 4 
A= 0 1 -+. 
1 0 -3 I 1 
Its eigenvalues are all 0, and its R, are 7, i, and 1. Thus the triple eigenvalue 
x = 0 does not lie in the only third order disk 
Ix + 21 Ix - 112 5 5. 
I-Iowever, 0 does lie in the third order disk for the transpose of A, 
Ix + 21 Ix - 112 5 13. 
The matrix B is 
B = 
All eigenvalues of 
third order region 
1 -2 $a -a 1 0 1 -+, O<a<+. 
L/ 3a 0 l1 
B are zero, its Ri are 7a/3, f, and 3/a, and the unique 
iS 
Ix -I- 21 Ix - 112 5 ,R,R, = 5 < 2. 
The third order region for the transpose of 
The above counterexamples do not foreclose the existence of a valid 
higher order eigenvaltre inclusion region. Indeed, in Brualdi’s article a higher 
order Ger?,gorin-Brauer-hke region guaranteed to contain all eigenvalues of a 
weakly irreducible matrix is constructed using graph theoretical ideas, but the 
components of his region generally do not all have the same degree. The 
~onst~ction is based on cycle structure in a graph belonging to the matrix. In 
view of the above counterexamples, how does the Brualdi generalization of 
CerEgorin’s theorem retain validity? His theorem is that the eigenvalues of an 
n X n weakly irreducible matrix M = [ mjj] are contained in a union of 
regions, an individual region comprising those x for which 
I x- miil s &t")* 
iEy iEy 
where y is a cycle in the graph . . s=e&c?d by M. The vertices of this graph are 
1 >-*a’) n, i is connected to j when i +j and mif + 0, and the m&rix is 
weakly irreducible when each vertex is in at least one cycle. The union is 
taken over all cycles y. For B the only cycles are (1 -+ 2 + 3 + 1) and 
(1 -+ 3 + I.}, hence the Brualdi regions are 
Ix + 2112 - 112 5 R,R,R, = $ < 2 and Ix + 21 Ix - 11 5 R,R, = 7. 
Thus in this example Brualdi’s theorem provides the union of a third order 
and a second order region guaranteed to contain all eigenvalues, and the 
theorem is correct because the triple eigenvalue 0 lies in the second order 
region. 
Brualdi in [2] shows that his theorem implies Brauer’s Cassini ovals 
theorem. Nevertheless it is instructive to compare the two in a concrete case. 
We do this for B. For this matrix Brauer’s theorem asserts that the eigenval- 
ues he in the union of the second order disks 
7f2 
Ix + 211x - 11 s -, 
12 
Ix + 21 Ix - 11 s 7, lx - 112 5 -$ 
of which only the second and third contain the triple eigenvalue 0. However, 
because (I + 2 -+ 1) and (2 -+ 3 -+ 2) are not cycles in the graph belonging 
third of these three ovals do not occur in B~akii’s 
ut it is augmented by the third order 
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region lz + 21 Ix - II” 5 a . Thus, in this example, Brualdi’s theorem deletes 
two ovals of Cassini of which one contains all eigenvalues an 
retains one oval containing all eigenvalues, and brings in a third order region 
that happens not to contain an eigenvalue. Yet Brualdi’s inclusion region is 
more precise than Brauer’s, since the union of the three Cassini ovals strictly 
contains the union of the one retained oval and the third order region. (we 
omit the short proof of this inclusion assertion.) 
If the small parameter E replaces the zero elements of B, the cycle 
structure in the graph belonging to B is substantially altered. There are now 
three two-cycles and two three-cycles. In this case Bruakli’s eigenvalue 
inclusion region comprises all three ovals of Cassini together with one third 
order region (not two, because the two three-cycles involve the same integers 
1, 2, 3, so they specify the same third order region). At first sight the Brualdi 
eigenvalue inclusion region seems larger than the union of the three Cassini 
ovals in Brauer’s theorem, but this is not so because the third order region 
lies in the union of the three Cassini ovals. Thus here the eigenvalue 
inclusion regions of the two theorems have equal strength. 
While the observations of the last paragraphs invite a precise formulation 
in the general case, we think it not profitable to pursue these ideas since the 
excellent computer software now available for eigenvalue computation makes 
eigenvalue computation simpler than a search for cycles in a graph. 
An open question is for what k and n, 3 5 k s n, there exists an n X pl 
matrix A having no eigenvalue in its kth order GerZgorin region. 
. 
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